MARCHING ORDERS

GCs Speak Out About Subcontractors

By Steven Ferry: This month we turn the tables by providing a General Contractor Review instead of a Contractor Review. Here’s what the GCs have to say about you!

65 Floating Butts By Pat Carrasco: Here’s another possible solution to the crowning problem with drywall butt joints.

71 People Skills By Roy Chitwood: Is your sales style more intent on your product, or are you really trying to get to know your client?

81 Ceiling Challenge By Don Procter: Vancouver’s Gallagher Bros. did one heck of a job with the installation of a 45,000 square foot convex ceiling.

93 Do We Agree? By S.S. Saucerman: Here is a look at owner/contractor agreements and the relationship of competitive bid to the contract.


118 Dear Pat By Pat Carrasco: Need some advice?

120 Oops! By Joanne Sujansky: Are you someone making one (or more!) of these common mistakes that leaders make?
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